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Outline
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• What we provide and how

• Short term developments
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The importance of reinterpretations
was recognized in CMS-SUSY early on



Guiding Principles

• Facilitate reinterpretations of CMS SUSY 
results by outsiders

• Do not pretend to aim for perfection.  

– Factor of ~ 2 is good enough.

• Minimize burden on CMS analysts.  

– Keep it simple

• Re-interpreters are ultimately responsible for 
the results.  Not CMS.
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Target User

• Phenomenologist with BSM MC model processed 
through hadronization.

• Able to cluster jets with FastJet package.

• Uses some fast simulation package (PGS, Delphes..). 
Or smears things by hand.  Up to him/her.

• No need to simulate pileup.

• Knows how to use Root.
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User’s goals

• Ability to estimate approximate event yield of 
BSM model for CMS selection.

• Compare with data yield and background 
predictions from CMS paper.

• Decide whether BSM model is excluded or not.

• (Works for excesses too)
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What we provide on public webpages
• Well-defined kinematical requirements.
• In searches with leptons/photons:

– efficiencies vs. PT and possibly h.

• In searches with b-tags:
– efficiency for tagging b-jets vs. PT.

• If we use complex kinematical variables:
– standalone code to calculate them.

• Cut-flow tables for a few well-defined benchmarks.
• Acceptance maps (when they make sense)
• Some analyses may be too complicated for this
• Also HepData

– Only after acceptance by journal
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What we do not provide
(in the name of simplicity)

• Jet, lepton, photons, MET resolutions
– These are usually not so important, and if they are, re-

interpretations by outsiders are likely problematic (use 
judgment)

• Efficiencies or over-efficiencies for lepton vetoes, 
light quark b-tagging probability, fake lepton 
probabilities
– These are 2nd order effects (or should be, if the right 

search is picked for a given BSM model).

– They can be very important for BG estimates.  But we 
provide those.
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Experience from Run 1 and Run 2 
developments

• In Run 1 this procedure was followed for many but 
not all analyses.  Not always in a consistent way. 

• Starting with the Moriond 2017 round of analyses:

– Require all analyses to provide this information

• Unless it is not possible for some (good) reason

– Centralize and standardize the way that the information 
is provided (already started for ICHEP 2016)
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Not all ICHEP analysis page have this link. 9
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Additional material (on the same page) complements information where deemed useful.
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CMS-PAS-SUS-16-022

E.g.: sensitivity with reduced number of signal regions

E.g.: cut flow tables



Complications: Many Exclusive Signal Regions

• Run 2 analyses use many exclusive bins 
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Jets + MET
CMS-SUS-PAS-16-014

• Improves the coverage

• Re-interpretations are problematic



Solution 1
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Jets + MET
CMS-SUS-PAS-16-014

• Define aggregated inclusive regions

• Re-interpretation would pick “best” region for 
particular BSM model

• Some loss of sensitivity, but easy for outsiders



Sensitivity from best aggregated region typically factor 2 worse than full analysis.

Much easier to use.

Aggregated regions or equivalent will be provided for all CMS SUSY searches unless it is technically not possible 14

Jets + MET
CMS-SUS-15-003
JHEP 10 (2016) 006

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/JHEP10(2016)006


Solution 2

• Provide background covariance matrix for full set of 
exclusive regions 
– If too many to be practical, merge nearby regions to get to a 

smaller number

• Better sensitivity than single inclusive aggregated regions, 
recover ~ full sensitivity of analysis

• More statistical manipulations needed by reinterpreters
– Can use set of exclusive regions with proper BG correlation
– Or define custom single signal region with correct BG 

uncertainty (easier, but generally less sensitive) 

• Under discussion.  See talk on “Recasting searches using a 
simplified likelihood approach” later today.
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Another possibility: model independent limits
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Same-sign dileptons
CMS-SUS-PAS-16-020



Conclusions

• Importance of providing information for 
reinterpretations is recognized by CMS SUSY

• Improvements wrt past practices are in the 
works

• Keeping things simple for the analysis teams is 
an important requirement
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